Online Training on the systematic integration of
economic valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into
the TDA/SAP process - AGENDA
9.00-9.15: Opening (Jan Betlem), Welcome (Christian Susan), agenda & technical information about the
training
9.15-10.15: Session 1: Introduction to Economic Valuation of Ecosystem Services
Part a: Introduction and Ecosystem Services and ES valuation - Why and How?
Part b: Integrating EV into the TDA/SAP Process
10.15-11.00: Session 2: Obtaining a first approximation of the value of ecosystem services – the Tier 1
Economic Valuation
Part a: Aim and Scope of a Tier 1 Economic Valuation
Part b: Preparing and Conducting a Tier 1 EV
11:00-11:15: Coffee (and e-mail) Break
11.15-11.45: Session 2 – Cont’d
11.45-12.45: Session 3: In-depth economic valuation of Ecosystem Services in IW-projects – the Tier 2
Economic Valuation
Part a: Aim & Scope of a Tier 2 Economic Valuation – the Policy Appraisal Contexts
Part b: Preparing and Conducting a Tier 2 EV
12.45-13.00: Summary/Wrap-up & Farewell (and Evaluation Form - also relating to your interest in
performing an EV and using the guidance prepared)
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Session 1 - Part a:
Introduction to Ecosystem Services and
ES valuation: why and how?

Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

Context: GEF-IW project: Learning Exchange
& Resources Network (IW:LEARN 4)
• Component 4: Launch Programmatic Tools to Improve Portfolio
Performance and Sustain Project Interventions (IA: UNDP, EA:
UNIDO).
• Sub-Component 4.1. Systematic consideration of the economic valuation of
natural resources in the TDA/SAP process and targeted learning [based on
various previous workshops/conferences, e.g. IWC 7 and 8]

• UNIDO coordinates, Eduard Interwies is the lead consultant.
• UNEP (GRID ARENDAL) contributed studies on value of marine ES/the
“adapted” Bakul case study.
• IUCN contributed studies on the value of freshwater ES.
• UNECE contributed information on values of transboundary water
cooperation and their communication.
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Sub-component 4.1 Activities
• Activity 4.1.1: Repository of EV documents with a focus to establish a
sound basis for Benefit Transfers
• Activity 4.1.2: Develop methodologies for EV in ecosystems and for
including EV into TDA/SAP Processes
• Activity 4.1.3: Production of training materials and participation of
trainers back-to-back with IW meetings
A “tiered approach” for guidelines and toolbox as specific circumstances,
resources and data available, and the level of ambition in the project area
will vary from project to project
- Tier 1 projects: first, “fast” quantification of the overall economic
value of ES
- Tier 2 projects: more resources, in depth valuations of certain ES
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Current Status
• Guidance(s) & Repository: available/final
• 4 rounds of commenting by the wider IW-community and many more within the
“smaller expert team”;
• Revision of TDA/SAP manual: ready (to be uploaded very soon), includes
usefulness of economic valuation of ecosystem services in a stronger/clearer way;
• Guidance(s) undergone professional lay outing to increase “user-friendliness”;

• Face-to-face Training (materials): available/final; this is the FIRST
adapted online application.
Next steps:
• Further Online trainings (?) – development of a full virtual training
(IW:LEARN 5)
• Economic valuation study within IWEco at the Negril Great Morass
(Jamaica) – including in-depth trainings
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Who is this guidance for?
• GEF International Waters project managers, economic
experts and other stakeholders involved in GEF International
Waters projects
• More generally: those interested in including the economic
valuation of ecosystem services into Transboundary
Diagnostic Analyses (TDA) and Strategic Action Programmes
(SAP) and linked processes, such as policy and decision
makers and environmental and development planners
• But also of use beyond GEF-IW projects and the TDA-SAP
process…
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Face-to-face training materials
Aims:
• Show what economic valuation of ES can be used for
• Present the content of the guidance developed to IW-project managers
(and beyond) – to support EV studies to be developed in the future;
• Identify IW-projects (and beyond) that are interested in conducting EV
Materials:
• Guidance document (and accompanying documents), handouts, ppts
available at:

www.iwlearn.net/valuation or
www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economic-valuation/
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So – what are “Ecosystem Services”?

Source: Manuel Boissière for CIRAD and CIFOR1
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Spending $$$ and creating jobs:
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Yet, this can happen – loss of ecosystem service:
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Paradigm shift from sectoral to ecosystemoriented management approaches:
In the past, ecosystem values have been almost ignored in decision-making.
Reason: failure of markets that often do not to assign an economic value to the
public benefits of ecosystems, but attribute value to the private goods and services,
which production may lead to ecosystem damage.
Economic perspective: treat, count and invest in water/marine/coastal ecosystems
also as elements of development infrastructure - as a stock of facilities, services and
equipment needed for economic growth/for society to develop and function
So: maintain and improve ecosystems to meet both today’s needs and those of
intensifying demands/pressures in the future
If one does not value ecosystems when taking decisions on allocating land, water
and marine resources and investment funds: far-reaching economic costs possible…
In addition: value of ecosystems through their existence – even if not of economic
“use”
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An “Ecosystem Services approach” can help
to address:
• Human well-being and ecosystems.
• Trade-offs between ES, conservation and other
priorities/determinants of human well-being.
• A reduction of uncertainty: decision making is often
based on estimates, scenarios and incomplete
knowledge; valuation is an additional factor in the
attempt to gain a more complete picture.
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There are different “Ecosystem Services”:
• the immediate economic gains („benefits“) of ecosystems (raw
materials, food, clean water etc.)…
“provisioning services“ or “direct and indirect use values“;
• -…but also benefits that are difficult to evaluate in monetary terms
(landscape beauty, optional use for future generations, existence of
biodiversity etc.).
“option values and non-use values“
Classification used: TEEB (The Economics of Ecosystems and
Biodiversity initiative), based on MEA (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment)
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The TEV framework
• The classification into use and non-use values stems from the TEV
(Total Economic Value) framework:

“The concept of the total economic value is a method of
creating a single monetary metric that combines all activities
within an LME or river basin and to express the levels of each
activity in units of a common monetary measure, such as US
dollars.”
(Hoagland et al. 2006)
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The TEV framework
• The classification into use and non-use values stems from the TEV
(Total Economic Value) framework:

“The concept of the total economic value is a method of
creating a single monetary metric that combines all activities
within an LME or river basin and to express the levels of each
activity in units of a common monetary measure, such as US
dollars.”
(Hoagland et al. 2006)
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Mineral Resources and Ecosystem Services
Generally, economic valuation of ES assesses the
values derived from the existence and functioning
of the relevant ecosystems. Therefore:
• Economic Activities not relying on the functioning
or existence of healthy ecosystems are not
considered ES
• To be excluded: extraction and mining of mineral
resources, e.g. oil and sand
• Also, activities that endanger the health of the
ecosystems: to be included as long as sustainable
(e.g. fisheries, hydropower or agricultural water
use).
• Of course, all activities to be considered when
performing a socio-economic assessment of an
LME/RB or a cost-benefit analysis of different
options „beyond“ ecosystem services (see:
environmental economics toobox).

Source: Paul Lowry2

Questions?
[Exercise on identifying ES in Bakul (virtual case study with
various exercises throughout the training: only “face-to-face”)]
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Real life example: The Wider Negril Area/the
Negril Great Morass (Jamaica)
Wider Negril area: Biodiversity hotspot - Unique natural resources!
There are a number of designated protected areas within the wider Negril area:
• The Negril Environmental Protection Area (EPA), declared an area for
protection in 1997 (first in Jamaica);
• Within the Negril EPA: The Royal Palm Reserve (created in the 1980s) at the
southern side of the Great Morass (289 acres) - protected wetlands and forest
• Within the Negril EPA: The Negril Marine Park (NMP) (established in 1991);
• The Negril Morass Game Sanctuary;
• The Orange Bay Special Fishery Conservation Area.
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Real life example: The Wider Negril Area/the
Negril Great Morass
Negril Environmental Protection Area - EPA: 406.7km2 of coastal
and marine ecosystems (including Coral reefs, Sea grasses,
Mangroves, etc.)
At the core of the EPA: the Negril Great Morass, Jamaica's second
largest coastal (freshwater) wetland (2,300 hectares):
a low-lying back-barrier wetland (elevations 0 to 3 meters), mostly
peat of varying thickness. Bordered by 2 beaches (Long Bay &
Bloody Bay), backed by a narrow and shallow shelf: deep and
shallow coral reefs and sea grass meadows.
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Real life example: The Wider Negril Area
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The Negril Environmental Protection Area
(EPA)
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The Negril Marine Park (NMP)
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The Royal Palm Reserve
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Real life example: The Wider Negril Area/the
Negril Great Morass
Uses and issues:
• Main economic sectors: tourism and agriculture - highly reliant on the natural
ecosystems and their biodiversity;
• Coral reef degradation, driven both by natural phenomena (storms) and
human activities;
• Human pressures/threats: tourism/coastal development, Aquaculture
(shrimps), fishing/crabs, deforestation (charcoal), agricultural practices/
chemicals (fertilizers, pesticides), peat fires, drainage/canalization of the main
rivers in the past, invasive alien species, informal settlements;
• Various improvement strategies/projects under discussion/implementation
 In our discussions, this is one of the cases we can/should discuss, but others
of course very welcome!
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Why is it important to include EV of
Ecosystem Services into decision making?
•

Awareness building and
communication to the public on the
overall contribution of ecosystem
services to social and economic wellbeing.

•

Determining the economic costs from
losing ES.

•

Better governance (consensus, conflict
resolution).

•

Integrating Economic Valuation of ES of
ecosystems into the TDA/SAP process to
advise decision-making bridging the
science-policy gap (will be further
discussed in Session 1 – part b).

Source: IMO, 20171
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Why is it important to include EV of
Ecosystem Services into decision making?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Source:

Mokhamad Edliadi/CIFOR2

Supporting improved decision making.
Recognizing different ES values (esp. for
certain ones, e.g. future generations).
Show choices of management and
investments, incl. trade-offs.
Influence policy and regulatory
frameworks.
Influence allocation of financial
resources/investments by internalizing
externalities into CBA.
Short and long-term planning for
sustainability – leverage resources.
Integrating TEV into decision making
(e.g. options in a SAP).
Information for mitigation and
litigation/compensation.
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Influencing decision making:
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Where is EV of Ecosystem Services needed in
decision making processes?
• Evaluating the impacts of development policies and policy
interventions that alter the condition of an ecosystem and
consequently human well-being.
• Supporting the estimation of the “real” cost-effectiveness/costbenefit of an investment or project.
• Evaluating trade-offs between different ecosystem management
options and choosing between competing uses.
• Assessing liability for damage to the environment.
• Creating markets for ES in order to mobilize financial resources,
e.g., global carbon market and payments for ES (PES).
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Examples of big significance include:
• Pioneers: Costanza (1997) and Daily (1997, 2000).
• The Millenium Ecosystem Assessment (2005).
• Stern-Report (2007).
• The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) Reports
(from 2010 onwards).
• Various LME valuations: CCLME, BOBLME, HCLME, GCLME...
• Baltic Stern (2013).
• And many national or sub-national studies on coral reefs (e.g.
Caribbean, Australia), national parks/protected areas (e.g. UK, US),
wetland values (e.g. Germany, TEEB for Water and Wetlands).
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The resource issue
• Economic valuations tend to be resource-intensive:
time-, money- and knowledge-wise.
• Not all IW projects will have sufficient resources to do an indepth valuation.
• Hence: two Guidance Documents, less resource-intensive („tier
1 projects“) and more resource-intensive („tier 2 projects“).
• tier 1: projects which can only provide limited resources
towards an economic valuation: simplified methodology using
benefit transfer and market prices (if including stakeholders:
more expensive…).
• tier 2: projects which can dedicate adequate funds for an
original valuation of ES: in-depth valuation.
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Screening Analysis of ecosystem
services

• In terms of
content: different
contexts can be
covered with the
two
methodologies…
we will discuss
the different
„policy contexts“
in more depth in
session 3

Tier 1 methodology (benefit transfer
and market prices)

In-depth Analysis of all or some
ecosystem services in the LME/river
basin

Hotspot Analysis (e.g. the Great
Barrier Reef)

Analysis of the impacts on ecosystems
and ecosystem services of a planned,
concrete project (e.g. a hydropower
plant, a MPA)
Economic valuation focusing on a
single ecosystem type of special
interest (e.g. mangroves)

Tier 2 methodology/in-depth
assessment

Economic valuation of one specific
ecosystem service of relevance (e.g.
carbon sequestration)

Economic valuation of a single
pressure or an impact resulting from a
pressure, and the resulting loss in
ecosystem services (e.g.
eutrophication)
Economic valuation to determine the
value of ecosystem services for a
market-based financing scheme, e.g.
PES/PWS or compensation schemes.
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Questions?
Plenary discussion: your individual context
• What is the context in your project
area?
• Do you tend towards „tier 1“ or „tier
2“ (first estimate)?
• Do you have any experience with EV
in your project area? Is an EV
concretely planned?
• Do you have any expectations for a
possible EV in your project area?
• Example: Negril Morass, but also
others!

Source: Neil Palmer/CIAT, 20123
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
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Image/photo credits:
1.

A landlocked lake surrounded by forest in Papua, Indonesia, Manuel Boissière for CIRAD and CIFOR /
Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

2.

Oil Pumps, Image Courtesy: Paul Lowry / Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic | Flickr

3.

Final meeting of the GloBallast Global Project Task Force, photo by IMO, 2017 /Creative Commons
Attribution 2.0 Generic | Flickr

4.

Workshop on Collaborative Land Use Planning in Papua, photo by Mokhamad Edliadi/CIFOR /
Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

5.

Doha mangroves, photo by Neil Palmer/CIAT, 2012 / Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercialNoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr
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Session 1 Part b:
Integrating EV into the TDA/SAP Process
Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

The TDA-SAP methodology manual
• Supports the TDA & SAP development/process
• Is currently being revised – very soon to be available!
• It will include clear linkages to the economic valuation
of ecosystem services
Here:
• Provide a brief introduction to the TDA-SAP process
• Sketch out where economic valuation is of use
2

Background to GEF TDA/SAP
• GEF International Waters project have been using
TDA/SAP as means of regional analysis and developing
actions to address problems for 20+ years.
• LME 5 module approach complementary to TDA/SAP.
• Approximately 40 -50 TDAs and 30 SAPs developed.
• > 10 SAPs are in the process of being implemented.
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What is a TDA/SAP
• Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis (TDA)
• The main technical role of a TDA is to identify,
quantify, and set priorities for environmental
problems that are transboundary in nature.
• Strategic Action Programme (SAP)
• The SAP is a negotiated policy document that should
be endorsed at the highest level. It establishes clear
priorities for action to resolve the priority problems
identified in the TDA.
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The TDA
• The analytical component
comprising of a technical analysis
of transboundary problems,
impacts and causes.
• Identify & prioritise the
transboundary problems.
• Gather and interpret
information on the
environmental impacts and
socio-economic
consequences of each
problem.
• Analyse the immediate,
underlying, and root causes
for each problem.

Source: Dominique Cappronnier, 20081
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Where Economic Valuation assists the TDA
process
• Assisting with data/information
collection and analysis.
• Assisting with the determination
of environmental and socioeconomic impacts from
transboundary problems.

Source: Wally Gobetz, 20172

• Assisting with the valuation of
transboundary ecosystems and
services.
Contributes to the conclusions of
the TDA by better understanding of
ES and recommendations for
proceeding with the SAP.
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The SAP
• The strategic component comprising of strategic thinking, planning
and implementation.

Source: IAEA Imagebank, 20133
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SAP has 3 key steps:
• Strategic Thinking: The collaborative development of
the key components of the SAP - Vision, Goals
Opportunities for Innovation, Options and Alternatives.
• Strategic Planning: National and regional consultation
processes; setting strategies for implementation; action
planning; developing the draft action plan.
• Implementation: Endorsing the SAP; key
implementation steps.
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Where Economic Valuation assists with the
SAP
• Identifying options and
alternatives.
• Identifying benefits to different
social groups/stakeholders.
• Identifying where benefits are
accrued (national, regional).
Contributes to the final
recommended short, medium and
long-term management actions
within SAP to address the
transboundary problems identified
in the TDA.

Source: Magnus Franklin, 20084
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The SAP
The SAP is a negotiated policy document that should be
endorsed at the highest level of all relevant sectors
After approval – SAP implementation!
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Questions?
Plenary Discussion:
• Have you been/are you involved in a TDA/SAP process?
• Was/is an economic valuation of ES of any kind prepared?
• If yes, of what kind? Was it useful?
• If not, do you see possible advantages of having done/doing
one?
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
• Peter Whalley pdwhalley@btinternet.com (TDA/SAP manual revision)
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Image/photo credits:
1.

Photo by Dominique Cappronnier, 2008 / Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercialNoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

2.

NYC - AMNH Milstein Hall of Ocean Life: Sargasso Sea marine ecosystem, photo by Wally
Gobetz, 2017 / Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BYNC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

3.

Signing of the Strategic Action Plan (SAP) for the Nubian Aquifer at the IAEA 57th General
Conference, photo by IAEA Imagebank, 2013 / Licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution 2.0 Generic | Flickr

4.

Interviewing a family living on the banks of the Akaki river in Addis Ababa, Photo by Magnus
Franklin, 2008 / Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial 2.0 Generic | Flickr
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Session 2 Part a:
A first approximation of the value of
Ecosystem Services:
Aim & scope of a tier 1 Economic
Valuation
Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

Context

• Two Guidance Documents, less resource-intensive („tier 1
projects“) and more resource-intensive („tier 2 projects“),
combined into one document (including an introduction).
• The Tier 1 Guidance Document contains:
• a step-by-step guidance for conducting an EV in a tier 1 IW
project area, including a proposal for an outline of a tier 1 EV
report (www.iwlearn.net/valuation);
• a repository of valuation studies (to be used for benefit transfer)
(www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economic-valuation-ofwet-ecosystems/the-repository-of-economic-valuation-studies);
• a Checklist to work with
(www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economicvaluation/accompanying-documents-and-training-materials);
and
• a ToR-template for an economic expert to conduct such a
valuation (same www-link).
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Context
• In this Session 2, we
will speak about the
possible aims of a tier
1 EV, its scope,
methodologies used,
and outcomes.
• But first: overview of
the tier 1 EV
approach…

Source: Aulia Erlangga/CIFOR1
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Overview of the Tier 1 EV approach
The tier 1 step-by-step guidance entails the following steps:
• Determination of the spatial boundaries of the area to be studied, i.e.
deciding on whether to focus some areas or not.
• Identification of ecosystems and ES present in the area to be
studied/assessed.
• Determination of the size of the ecosystems present in the area under
investigation.
• Identification of which ES can be assessed directly via (local) market prices,
and which need a benefit transfer.
• Assess the values of provisioning services via local market prices.
• Assess the values of other ES using the simplified Benefit Transfer approach.
• Summing up the values and determining the Total Value, indicating
assumptions & uncertainties.
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Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries

Identification of Ecosystems and Ecosystem
Services to be assessed

Overview of
the Tier 1 EV
approach

Determining the Size of the Ecosystems to
be evaluated

Which ecosystem services to evaluate by
which methodology?

Market Prices

Benefit Transfer

Summary and Result
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Screening Analysis of ecosystem
services

• In terms of
content: different
policy appraisal
contexts covered
by tier 1 and tier
2 methodologies.

Tier 1 methodology (benefit
transfer and market prices)

In-depth Analysis of all or some
ecosystem services in the
LME/river basin

Hotspot Analysis (e.g. the Great
Barrier Reef)

Analysis of the impacts on
ecosystems and ecosystem
services of a planned, concrete
project (e.g. a dam, a MPA)

(chapter III.2.1)
(chapter III.2.1)
Economic valuation focusing on a
single ecosystem type of special
interest (e.g. mangroves)

Tier 2 methodology/in-depth
assessment

Economic valuation of one specific
ecosystem service of relevance
(e.g. carbon sequestration)

Economic valuation of a single
pressure or an impact resulting
from a pressure, and the resulting
loss in ecosystem services (e.g.
eutrophication)
Economic valuation to determine
the value of ES for a market-based
financing scheme, e.g. PES/PWS or
compensation schemes.
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Approach and methodologies used
• As the average tier 1 projects will only be able to
dedicate limited resources towards an economic
valuation…
• …the methods used need reflect this.
• Hence, the Guidance for Tier 1 projects uses two
methods to valuate the value of ecosystem services:
• A simplified “benefit transfer” approach
• Valuation of ES with “market prices” (also simplified).
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Benefit Transfer
Transferring a value from studies already conducted in
another location and/or context:
• Identify ES to be valued
• Identify existing “original valuation studies” of the ES
• Assess transferability (socio-economics, demographics)
• Adjust values of existing original valuations based on:
• Differences in population
• Differences in site characteristics
• Inflation, exchange rates etc.
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Benefit Transfer – pros and cons
Pros:
• Less costly, less time consuming => can be done as part of IW
project.
• Easily applicable to obtain gross estimates.
Cons:
• Less accurate, esp. if applied in a “quick and dirty” way
(resources!).
• Time consuming to find good original valuation studies and make
them “fit”/adjust the results.
• Expertise and guidance necessary.
 Ideal for tier 1 projects, in order to obtain an approximation of
the economic value of ES, when market prices do not exist.
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Market prices
Money paid for ES that are traded in commercial markets, e.g., timber, fish:

Source: Van Beukering, 20112
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Market prices– pros and cons
Market prices pros:
• Easy to grasp and communicate.
• Mostly good data situation.
• Quick and relatively easy to conduct.
Market prices cons:
• Limited application (few ES).
• Market distortions (subsidies, different costs etc.).
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Questions?

Pinus heldreichii young cones; Source: Dalibor Ballian/EUFORGEN

Source: Dalibor Ballian/EUFORGEN
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Plenary Discussion
• Which steps of the tier 1 approach do you consider as
most challenging?
• What overall opportunities, but also what risks do you
see with a tier 1 valuation?
• Reflecting on the “pros” and “cons” of the two
methodologies used: where do you see the strengths of
the overall approach, where the weaknesses?
[Example: Negril Morass, but also others!]
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
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Image/photo credits:
1.

Mangrove at Pulau Dua Natural Reserve, photo by Aulia Erlangga/CIFOR / Creative Commons
Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

2.

Source: Van Beukering, 2011

3.

Genetic resources as provisioning ES - Pinus heldreichii young cones, photo by Dalibor
Ballian/EUFORGEN / Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic | Flickr
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Session 2 Part b: Preparing & conducting
a Tier 1 Economic Valuation
Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

Overview of session
• Preparing a Tier 1 EV
• Conducting a Tier 1 EV:
• Benefit Transfer: The Repository of Valuation Studies
• Using market prices
• Summing up & uncertainties

2

Context
• Introduction into the first steps for conducting a tier 1
economic valuation, according to the Guidance Document.
• The first steps entail the “set-up” of the whole exercise: the
“scoping”.
• Meaning: you define the spatial boundaries, i.e. the area,
you identify the ecosystems present, and the ES they
provide.
• You may want to exclude some ecosystems or ES, or
concentrate on others (depending on actual - significant –
presence, data availability etc.).
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Context
• This is all supported by a “Checklist” for tier 1
(www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economicvaluation/accompanying-documents-and-training-materials)
• Example:
MATRIX C2 - Marine Ecosystems
Ecosystems services/Ecosystem
Food
Genetic Resources

Marine/open
sea
Y
Y

Estuaries/
marshes
Y
Y

Salt
ponds/lagoons
Y
Y

Mangroves
Y
Y

• In the end, you determine which methodology you use to value the
chosen ecosystem services – market prices or benefit transfer.

4

Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries

Identification of Ecosystems and Ecosystem
Services to be assessed

Overview of
the Tier 1 EV
approach

Determining the Size of the Ecosystems to
be evaluated

Which ecosystem services to evaluate by
which methodology?

Market Prices

Benefit Transfer

Summary and Result
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Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries
• Aim: determining the exact area for the EV.
• Result: a map with clear boundaries.
• May seems logical and not necessary in
some areas…
• …but in others, circumstances might not be
as clear – e.g. a part of a river basin or LME
might be outside a cooperation
agreement…
• …or you might want to exclude certain
areas (e.g. urban areas)…
• …or small tributaries in a large river basin.
• Can be done through a participative
approach with stakeholders and local
groups.

Source: Ruanda Agung Sugardiman1
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Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries

Identification of Ecosystems and Ecosystem
Services to be assessed

Overview of
the Tier 1 EV
approach

Determining the Size of the Ecosystems to
be evaluated

Which ecosystem services to evaluate by
which methodology?

Market Prices

Benefit Transfer

Summary and Result
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Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and Ecosystem
Services to be assessed

Source: Terry Sunderland/CIFOR2

• Aim: identification of ecosystems
present in the project area, and
the ES they provide.
• Plus: selection of ecosystems/ES to
value (or: selection of some that
will not be included…).
• Result: a list of ecosystems and ES
for the valuation.
• Can also be done through a
participative approach with
stakeholders and local groups.
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Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
…according to the TEEB Report
…and the TEV framework

9

10

Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
• …according to the TEEB Report
• …and the TEV framework
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Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
• In the Guidance Document, there are tables for marine
and freshwater ecosystems, listing the ES that are (in
literature) normally attributed to the different ecosystems.
• Yet: you may want to exclude some ecosystems or ES,
depending on significance, data quality/situation, policy
appraisal context/focus…
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Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and
Ecosystem Services to be assessed (marine)
Type of Ecosystem
Service (TEEB)

Ecosystem Service

Category (TEV) (direct/indirect; use
value/non-use value)

Provisioning Services

Seafood Products
Direct Use
-Fish/fisheries
-Other Seafood Products
(e.g. shellfish, molluscs)
-Cultured
Products/Aquaculture

Fiber, timber, fuel

Direct Use

Water (drinking,
irrigation, cooling)

Direct Use

Provided by which
ecosystems (MEA
and Naber/Lange/
Hatziolos 2008)
Marine;
estuaries/marshes;
salt ponds/lagoons;
mangroves;
beaches/dunes;
seagrass
beds/meadows;
coral reefs and
atolls.
Estuaries/marshes;
salt ponds/lagoons;
mangroves.
13
Estuaries/marshes;
salt ponds/lagoons.

Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and
Ecosystem Services to be assessed (marine)
Type of Ecosystem
Service (TEEB)

Ecosystem Service

Regulating Services

Climate Regulation
(Carbon Sequestration)

Category (TEV)
(direct/indirect; use
value/non-use value)
Indirect Use

Moderation of extreme
Events (e.g. floods,
storms)

Indirect Use

Water/sewage treatment

Indirect Use

Erosion Prevention

Indirect Use

Nutrient Cycling and
maintenance of soil
fertility

Indirect Use

Provided by which ecosystems (MEA
and Naber/Lange/Hatziolos 2008)
Marine; estuaries/marshes;
mangroves; seagrass
beds/meadows; coral reefs and
atolls.
Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves;
beaches/dunes; seagrass
beds/meadows; coral reefs and
atolls.
Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves;
seagrass beds/meadows; coral reefs
and atolls.
Estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves;
beaches/dunes; seagrass
beds/meadows; coral reefs and
atolls.
Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves;
seagrass beds/meadows; coral reefs
and atolls.
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Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems and
Ecosystem Services to be assessed (marine)
Type of Ecosystem
Service (TEEB)

Ecosystem Service

Category (TEV) (direct/indirect;
use value/non-use value)

Provided by which ecosystems (MEA and
Naber/Lange/Hatziolos 2008)

Habitat Services

Maintenance of life cycles of
migratory species (including
nursery service for
commercially valuable fish
species)

Indirect Use

Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves; beaches/dunes;
seagrass beds/meadows; coral reefs and
atolls.

Maintenance of genetic diversity
(gene pool protection)

Indirect Use

Opportunities for
Tourism/Recreation

Direct Use

Aesthetic Information,
Inspiration, Spiritual Experience
and Education

Non-use

Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves; beaches/dunes;
seagrass beds/meadows; coral reefs and
atolls.
Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves; beaches/dunes;
coral reefs and atolls.
Marine; estuaries/marshes; salt
ponds/lagoons; mangroves; beaches/dunes;
seagrass beds/meadows; coral reefs and
atolls.

Cultural Services
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Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries

Identification of Ecosystems and Ecosystem
Services to be assessed

Overview of
the Tier 1 EV
approach

Determining the Size of the Ecosystems to
be evaluated

Which ecosystem services to evaluate by
which methodology?

Market Prices

Benefit Transfer

Summary and Result
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Scoping: Determining the Size of the
Ecosystems to be evaluated
• Aim: investigate and decide on
how big the ecosystems are
you want to evaluate.
• Result: a list of the ecosystems
to be evaluated, with the
respective area information.
• Best done in hectares, but all
size information can of course
be calculated/changed to
hectares.

Source: Jeff Fleming, 20123
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Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries

Identification of Ecosystems and Ecosystem
Services to be assessed

Overview of
the Tier 1 EV
approach

Determining the Size of the Ecosystems to
be evaluated

Which ecosystem services to evaluate by
which methodology?

Market Prices

Benefit Transfer

Summary and Result
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Final Step: Which ecosystem services to
evaluate by which methodology?
In the guidance (and in the Checklist table C3), there are
proposals for choosing the appropriate methodology:
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Type of Ecosystem Service (TEEB)

Ecosystem Service

Category (TEV)
(direct/indirect; use
value/non-use value)

Methodology to be used for economic
evaluation

Provisioning Services

Seafood Products
-Fish/Fisheries
-Other Seafood Products (e.g. shellfish,
molluscs)
-Cultured Products/Aquaculture
Genetic Resources
Medicinal Resources
Fiber, timber, fuel
Water (drinking, irrigation, cooling)
Climate Regulation (Carbon Sequestration)

Direct Use

Use values/market prices.

Direct Use
Direct Use
Direct Use
Direct Use
Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Regulating Services

Habitat Services

Cultural Services

Moderation of extreme Events (e.g. floods,
storms)
Water/Sewage Treatment

Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Erosion Prevention

Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Nutrient Cycling and Maintenance of Soil
Fertility
Maintenance of Life Cycles of migratory
Species (including nursery service for
commercially valuable fish species)
Maintenance of genetic Diversity (gene pool
protection)
Opportunities for Tourism/Recreation

Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Indirect Use

Benefit Transfer.

Direct Use

Use Values/Market Prices or Benefit
Transfer.

20
Aesthetic Information, Inspiration, Spiritual Non-use

Benefit Transfer.

[Practical Exercise: Bakul and the Checklist]

Seagrass; Source: Elisa Alonso Aller, 2014
Source: Elisa Alonso Aller, 20144
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Questions?
Plenary Discussion:
• Which ecosystems or ecosystem services would you
exclude in your project area, and why?
• Which ecosystems or ecosystem services would you
prioritize in your project area, and why?
• What role do you see for a participative approach – what
is useful/feasible?
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Next steps:
• Investigate how to select proper studies for a benefit
transfer (through the “Repository of EV studies”:
www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economic-valuation-ofwet-ecosystems/the-repository-of-economic-valuationstudies).
• Hear about & discuss the benefit transfer approach
• Hear about & discuss the market price valuation approach
• Consider the summing up of a tier 1 EV results
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The Repository of EV studies
• The Repository contains information on studies considered directly
usable for tier 1 benefit transfers…
• … is the result of an extensive search, screening hundreds of
valuation studies and selecting the few that are directly usable…
• …and is structured in a way allowing an IW project manager to
undertake a benefit transfer by identifying the studies available for
the transfer to the project area, selecting the most appropriate ones
and performing any adjustments to the values cited that might be
necessary.
• Online: https://www.iwlearn.net/manuals/economic-valuation/therepository-of-economic-valuation-studies
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The Repository of EV studies
• Search function
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The Repository of EV studies
• If you search, for example, for the ES "moderation of extreme events"
of “mangrove ecosystems”, which were calculated with the “damage
cost avoided “approach in “US Dollars”, your filled search field should
look as such:
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The Repository of EV studies
• The result of the search is a list of the studies found and a link for
exporting the results to Microsoft Excel:
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The Repository of EV studies
• Below these filled fields, you´ll find the result of the search - a link for
exporting the results to Microsoft Excel, and a list of the studies
found:
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The Repository of EV studies
Assessing whether the economic values of the ES identified
can be transferred to your project area:
• For the following benefit transfer, the areas in the studies
found should be as similar as possible to your specific case:
• In order to assess this, a set of "criteria" - characteristics and
traits of the area/areas which are evaluated in the
study/studies taken from the repository - will guide you
through the process.
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The Repository of EV studies
The criteria are the following (see guidance document for details):
• the population density of the site, ranked as high/medium/low;
• per capita income: should not differ by more than 100% (i.e. it
should not be less than half and not more than double as high);
• whether it is an urban or a rural area;
• whether the area is economically used, i.e. through agriculture,
fisheries etc.;
• the intensity of its use by tourists/visitors, ranked as highly
visited/medium/rarely visited; and
• whether it is a warm or cold-water ecosystem.
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The Repository of EV studies
• If you fine a study that “fits well”, you can directly proceed
to the benefit transfer.
• If not (e.g. if too many studies were found), you should
refine the search by adding criteria, such as “stricter”
GDP/capita levels, same world region etc. to get results that
fit better in your project area´s context.
• In case of doubt about a study, it should be checked and
assessed - the PDF versions of the original studies are to be
found in the first column of the results table (via hyperlink).
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The Repository of EV studies

Please use the repository online (5 Min.)
and think of transferability to your project
area : clear?
Questions?
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The benefit transfer
• Via the Repository, a study/a set of values was identified and
selected as “fit for purpose” for a transfer to your project area…
• …now, an adjustment of these value(s) to the socio-economic
circumstances in your project area is needed, in order to get
current values (net present value - NPV) as well to adjust the
values to the differences in the socio-economic background of the
original site and your project are.
• Using table C3 of the “Checklist for Tier 1” for note keeping
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The benefit transfer: adjustment
Step 1: Incorporate inflation to adjust the value to present values
• First step: values stated in the selected study are transformed to
their current value, i.e. adapting the value to inflation using the
appropriate inflation rate (in most cases of the country in which
the study was conducted).
• The inflation rate is always stated as a percentage, e.g. "2%".
• Note: Applying an inflation rate to past values in most cases
increases the figure - i.e. the result is a higher number than before.
• Adapting past values for inflation simply increases the value/figure
by the inflation rate, for each year separately.
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The benefit transfer: adjustment
Step 2: Transfer the adapted value into U$ of the same
year
• In the second step, the present value of the benefit
transfer study calculated in step 1 is converted into
present-day US Dollars.
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The benefit transfer: adjustment
Step 3: Incorporate the difference in price levels
• In this step, the difference in price levels between the
benefit transfer site and the project area are accounted for.
• This is done by comparing the gross domestic product (at
purchasing power parity) per capita (“GDP PPP”).
• The adjustment is done by calculating the ratio in GDP PPP
between the benefit transfer site and your project area,
resulting in a factor that will be applied to the current US$
value calculated in the steps 1 and 2 above.
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The benefit transfer: adjustment
Result
• As result of the three steps above, you would have a
simplified benefit transfer completed and documented the
results in table C3 of the checklist.
• At this point, the results will be in stated as "per hectare per
year/annum" values, which need to be upscaled to the size
of the ecosystems providing the services.
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Market prices approach
• In Session 2 part a, the approach for EV based on local market prices
was generally introduced.

Source: Van Beukering, 20115
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Market prices approach
• Market prices are relatively easy to
obtain, and provide a fairly exact
estimate of the value of ES to the local
community.
• Suitable for:
• Food: fish/fishery products (for
marine and freshwater
ecosystems), any other seafood
(shellfish, mollusks; mostly marine
ecosystems), and aquaculture
products (both marine and
freshwater ecosystems).
• Non-Food and Timber Products:
genetic and medicinal resources,
fiber, timber and fuel, as well as
water for drinking, irrigation and
cooling purposes.
• Tourism/recreation.

Source: Andrea on flickr, 20116
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Market prices approach

Source: Tim Cronin/CIFOR7

• General issue: you will need to
search in regional, national or
international databases for the
information.
• Can be difficult, but in many cases,
data should be available; if not:
estimations (expert judgment)
• In relation to the spatial area, the
data will be “absolute” or “relative”:
• Absolute: a "total value" for the
specific ES, e.g. "total value of all
fish catches in the area“.
• Relative: a figure relative to a single
unit of measurement, e.g. "value
per ton caught" or "value per m³
harvested".
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Market prices approach
• In the first case, you might want to relate the absolute value to a
single hectare or square kilometer.
• You do this by dividing the absolute value through the size of the area
(we recommend to use hectare, as most economic values are stated
in "value per hectare").
• In the second case, you need to calculate the absolute value by
multiplying the value per kg/ton/m³ with the overall amount
produced or harvested.
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Market prices approach
The sustainability question:
• Fish/fisheries: should only be included in the economic valuation as
long as it is provided on a sustainable basis; for example, the
Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) could be taken as the basis for the
valuation as ecosystem service, rather than the total value of all
available fish stocks.
• Water: Irrigation water for agriculture should only be included in the
EV as long as it is provided on a sustainable basis, i.e. without
severely impacting ecosystems or reducing the potential of an
ecosystem to provide the full set of ES (i.e. groundwater tables are
not lowered by water abstraction, minimum ecological flows for
surface waters are sustained and no water-dependent ecosystems such as wetlands - are negatively impacted).
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Summing up
• In a tier 1 economic valuation, you will in the end have
probably more than “just” one single value…
• …depending on how many ES were evaluated.
• You have to do some final steps:
• Relating the “per hectare” values to the overall size of the
ecosystems.
• Summing up, e.g. adding the values together.
• Be careful/transparent, as major assumptions/uncertainties are
involved: clearly state them!!!
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Questions?
Plenary Discussion:
Two approaches (Bentrans, Market prices), many uncertainties…
• Where do you see the major uncertainties involved the overall
approach?
• …and in the benefit transfer and market prices approaches?
• Any ideas for reducing uncertainties?
• Consequences of the uncertainties and assumptions?
• [Example: Negril Morass, but also others!]
WHAT IS NEEDED: TRANSPARENCY!
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List of uncertainties included relate to:
Impacts of a human activity on the provision of ecosystem services, i.e. how a degradation of the quality of the
ecosystem affects ecosystem services.
Interlinkages of different ecosystem services and to the various components of ecosystem functioning.
The role of biodiversity/biophysical modeling.
“Double counting", i.e. some ecosystem services are not complementary or influence each other (e.g. provision of
fish/fisheries and spawning grounds, two values that should not be added).
Metrics: other approaches beyond showing values in US Dollars can be useful, e.g. number of people/households
depending upon the service(s), or the number of persons suffering from diseases linked to ecosystem degradation.
The assumption that the value of ES by one hectare of a certain ecosystem equals the one of an ES somewhere
else (even within the same region).
Changes in size of ES is not "proportional" to the change of ES services provided.
In stated preference methods (e.g Contingent Valuation): assumed that stated preference is similar to revealed
preference: would they actually pay?
Calculation of the number of persons benefitting by a service.
The "proper" discount rate.
Market price approach: often difficult to deduct the costs from the value (e.g. regarding fishing).
Questions of marginality, environmental limits and thresholds, the appropriate consideration of spatial and
temporal issues and dealing with possible cumulative effects.
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
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Image/photo credits:
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Peat swamp forest, Kalimantan, Indonesia; photo by Ruanda Agung Sugardiman / Creative Commons Attribution 2.0
Generic | Flickr

2.

Daily catch: A young child with his catch, Laos; photo by Terry Sunderland/CIFOR / Creative Commons Attribution
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

3.

Coral reefs; photo by Jeff Fleming, 2012 / Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercialNoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

4.

Seagrass; photo by Elisa Alonso Aller, 2014 / Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic
(CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

5.

Source: Van Beukering, 2011

6.

Barbados, South Caribbean; photo by Andrea on flickr, 2011, Sony DSC T7X / Creative Commons Attribution
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr

7.

Casting a net in Lake Sentarum, West Kalimantan, Indonesia; photo by Tim Cronin/CIFOR / Creative Commons
Attribution NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr
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Session 3 Part a:
In-depth Economic Valuation of
Ecosystem Services: Aim & scope of a
Tier 2 Economic Valuation – the Policy
Appraisal Contexts
Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

Context
• Two Guidance Documents, less resource-intensive („tier 1 projects“)
and more resource-intensive („tier 2 projects“) combined into one
document (including an introduction).
• The Tier 2 Guidance Document contains:
• a guidance for conducting an EV in a tier 2 IW project area, including a
proposal for an outline of a tier 2 EV report and an accompanying
toolbox/methodology fiches depicting various EV-methods;
(www.iwlearn.net/valuation);
• a Checklist to work with (www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economicvaluation/accompanying-documents-and-training-materials), and
• a ToR-template for an economic expert to conduct such a valuation (same
www-link).
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Context
• In this Session, we will discuss the possible aims of a tier 2
EV, and the scope, methodologies to be used, and
outcomes.
But first: an overview of the tier 2 EV approach…

3

Overview of the Tier 2 EV approach
The tier 2 step-by-step guidance entails the following steps – in the
beginning, these are similar to a tier 1 valuation:
• Decide on a “policy appraisal context”.
• Determination of the spatial boundaries, identification of ecosystems
and ES present in the site to be studied/assessed, determination of
the size of the ecosystems present in the area under investigation.
• Then, you need to choose which in-depth methodologies you will
use, assessing the Toolbox /methodology fiches in the Tier 2
Guidance Document
• Application of the selected methodology/methodologies.
• Summing up the values and determining the Total Value (of more
than one method used).
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A) Decide on the policy appraisal
context (chapter III.2.1)

Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach

B) Spatial scoping (Chapter III.2.2)

B1: Spatial scoping – setting the
boundaries

B2: Identification of ecosystems
present within the spatial
boundaries and selection of
those to be analyzed/valuated

B3: Determining the size of the
ecosystems to be valuated

RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size
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Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach –
stakeholder
involvement in
these steps is
of great
advantage!

RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size

C) Temporal scoping (chapter III.2.3)

D) Identification and selection of ecosystem
services to be valuated (chapter III.2.4)

D1: Exclude
ecosystem
services not
present in the
ecosystems

D2: Exclude
ecosystem
services only
marginally
present in the
ecosystems

D3: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
monetary
information is
already available

D4: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
not enough
information is
available

D5: Possibly
exclude/select
remaining
ecosystem
services based on
the policy
appraisal context/
special interests

RESULT 2: Final selection of ecosystem services to be evaluated

E) Selection of methodologies for the valuation of the selected
ecosystem services (chapter III.2.5 and Annex II)
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Tier 2 EV: Policy Appraisal Context
• Any EV will be embedded in a local and very specific
context – the “policy appraisal context”.
• All policy appraisal contexts can form a part of a
TDA/SAP process.
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Screening Analysis of ecosystem
services

Policy appraisal
contexts and
methodologies/
approaches:

Tier 1 methodology (benefit
transfer and market prices)

In-depth Analysis of all or some
ecosystem services in the
LME/river basin

Hotspot Analysis (e.g. the Great
Barrier Reef)

Analysis of the impacts on
ecosystems and ecosystem
services of a planned, concrete
project (e.g. a dam, a MPA)

(chapter III.2.1)
(chapter III.2.1)
Economic valuation focusing on a
single ecosystem type of special
interest (e.g. mangroves)

Tier 2 methodology/in-depth
assessment

Economic valuation of one specific
ecosystem service of relevance
(e.g. carbon sequestration)

Economic valuation of a single
pressure or an impact resulting
from a pressure, and the resulting
loss in ecosystem services (e.g.
eutrophication)
Economic valuation to determine
the value of ES for a market-based
financing scheme, e.g. PES/PWS or
compensation schemes.
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Policy Appraisal Context #1
# 1: An in-depth
analysis, assessing the
overall value of all or
some ES in the
LME/river basin (can also
be conducted as part of
a TDA or as a follow-up
to a screening based on
the Tier 1 methodology)
 Very costly, a “set” of
studies needed….

Source: NASA Earth Observatory images by Joshua Stevens, using Landsat data
from the U.S. Geological Survey1
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Policy Appraisal Context #2
# 2: A "hotspot analysis", i.e.
an in-depth analysis of very
biodiversity rich and
important ecosystems or areas
(e.g. the Great Barrier Reef in
Australia, or the Stoeng Treng
Ramsar site).
Source: Dan Barbus, 20052
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Policy Appraisal Context #2
Example: Stoeng Treng Ramsar site.
• Critical source of food, fuel, medicines and building materials for its
inhabitants; important role in maintaining water quality and
regulating floods.
• Deep pools and flooded forests provide dry-season refuges and
spawning habitats for many important species of fish.
• Chong (2005): EV study of the site as part of the Mekong River Basin
Wetland Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Use Programme
(MWBP).
• The study found that the Stoeng Treng wetland resources are
essential to the livelihoods of the villages from Veun Sean: 750
US$/capita/year!
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Policy Appraisal Context #3
# 3: An analysis of the impacts on
ecosystems and ecosystem
services of a planned, concrete
project (hydropower plant, MPA
etc.), i.e. an in-depth assessment
of the ecosystem values in a
specific area that will be impacted
by the project - positively or
negatively. Such an analysis could
also support the identification of
options and alternatives in a
TDA/SAP process (hydropower
plant, MPA etc.)

Source: Indigenous Environmental Network3
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Policy Appraisal Context #3
Example: Stoeng Treng Ramsar site - Zoning Plans
• The study by Chong (2005) found out that proposed zoning plans
would adversely affect the poorest members of communities within
the Ramsar Site, including migrant settlers, the landless, and those
depending on income and food security from fishing.
• A follow-up study through the IUCN-Darwin project (Allen et al. 2008)
conducted an integrated assessment to evaluate the potential
impacts of the proposed zoning on biodiversity, local economies but
also livelihoods.
• Some of the conclusions were that some areas should be a semirestricted zone with access permitted during a specific fishing period
as there would be minimal impacts to other biodiversity at that time
of year.
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Policy Appraisal Context #4
# 4: An economic
valuation focusing on a
single ecosystem type of
special interest (e.g.
mangroves in the Niger
basin or urban wetlands)
and the ecosystem
services it provides.
Source: Chesapeake Bay Program4
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Policy appraisal context #4
Example (2017, unpublished):
Ecosystem Services Valuation of mangrove forests in Zambezi delta
(Project: GEF Blue Forests „small scale interventions“)
• Result: Estimated net household income from the mangrove products
and mangrove ecosystem services in the Zambezi Delta
• Direct use: Charcoal (53) + Timber (105)
• Indirect use: Shrimp (413) + Crabs (192) + Fish (319)

= 158 USD/ha/yr
= 924 USD/ha/yr

• Recommendations:
• “Support income generating agriculture, mariculture and beekeeping as
sustainable alternative livelihood for people in the delta” …
• “determine the technical and economic sustainability of the suggested
alternative livelihoods”
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Policy Appraisal Context #5
# 5: Similarly, an economic
valuation can be dedicated
to one specific ES of
relevance (e.g. carbon
sequestration or water) in
the project area.

Source: Yves Laumonier/CIFOR5
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Policy Appraisal Context #5
Example: Assessing the value of water in the Great Ruaha River Catchment
(GRRC) in Tanzania.
• Water resources in the Usangu area of the GRCC support local livelihoods
through irrigation of about 40,000 ha of rice, grass production in the
wetlands for livestock, and fishing in the rivers and wetlands.
• Mtera and Kidatu hydropower plants have a total installed capacity of
284 MW (the largest in Tanzania), the system providing more than 50%
of the 559 MW available in the national hydropower grid.
• Kadigi et al. (2008) assessed the value of water in irrigated paddy and in
hydropower generation.
• Study showed conflict: notable pro-poor returns (in agriculture) vs.
notable economic returns (in the hydropower/industrial sector).
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Policy Appraisal Context #6

Source: Matthew Traucht, 20116

# 6: Consider an important
singular pressure or an impact
resulting from a pressure.
Examples of pressures are e.g.
climate change, high levels of
nitrates in the water body,
whereas sea level rise,
increased flood risks and
eutrophication (see e.g. Baltic
Stern report) could be the
resulting impacts.
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Policy Appraisal Context #6
Example: Sea-level Rise (SLR) in the Caribbean
• Sea level rise (SLR) and related erosion are some of the most
serious long-term threats of global climate change with negative
impacts to population, coastal ecosystems and economies.
• Simpson et al. (2010) provided an in-depth assessment for all
CARICOM Member States of the risks from climate change and SLR
• The results of the study show the magnitude of the threats by CC:
displacement, loss of agricultural lands, tourism severely affected.
• The costs of damages resulting from unprotected coastlines and
the costs of protecting high-value urban coastlines and strategic
infrastructure will have a major impact on both communities and
national economies.
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Policy Appraisal Context #7
#7 An economic valuation of
ecosystem services to determine
the value or the price of
ecosystem services provided for
a market-based financing
scheme to protect
ecosystems/ecosystem services
or to finance conservation
measures, i.e. for developing
payment schemes. Examples of
such schemes include Payments
for Ecosystem (or Watershed)
Services (PES/PWS,
compensation schemes, water
banks, and liability schemes.
Source: Wikipedia/NASA
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Policy Appraisal Context #7
Example: An EV for PWS: Sustainable water management in the
Catskill and Delaware watersheds, USA
• Catskill and Delaware watersheds provide New York City’s 9 million
residents with 90% of their drinking water supply.
• In 1989, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) initiated a
requirement that all surface drinking water supplies had to be
filtered, except if there were existing treatment processes or natural
watershed services that provided safe water.
• In 1992, the City of New York decided to invest in protecting
watersheds rather than new water filtration facilities, saving millions
and millions of Dollars until today.
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Deciding on the policy appraisal context is
key!
Considerations:
• Expectations from the policy/relevant decision-makers;
• Projects are planned/ongoing of relevance in your context;
• Consider current environmental situation/status and significant
risks/opportunities for conservation;
• If a pressure/impact-related policy appraisal context (# 6) of relevance,
specify which one you want to consider (i.e. pressure or impact).
At the end, focus on:
• Overall estimation of several (or even all) ecosystem services present in
the region/project area?
• Specific assessment, either on a spatial level (e.g. for a hotspot
ecosystem), specific project level, or on another level (e.g. by focusing on
pressures or impacts, or specific ecosystems or ecosystem services)?

22

Aims and Objectives of a Tier 2 EV
Aims and Objectives of a tier 2 EV will differ from project area to
project area…
…and be strongly dependent on the policy appraisal context.
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Questions?
Plenary Discussion:
• In which policy appraisal contexts do you think
economic valuation can have the biggest impacts?
• Which policy context is most relevant for your study
area, to which EV can provide additional
information?
• [Example: Negril Morass, but also others!]

[Exercise on the selection of a policy appraisal context for a tier 2 valuation
in the Bakul Case]
24

Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
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Image/photo credits:
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6.

Mackenzie River in Canada's Northwest Territories; image credit: NASA Earth Observatory
images by Joshua Stevens, using Landsat data from the U.S. Geological Survey / Creative
Commons Attribution Non-Commercial 2.0 Generic | Flickr
Coral reefs; photo by Dan Barbus 2005 / Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic | Flickr
Boreal forest and tar sands extraction; photo by Indigenous Environmental Network / Creative
Commons Attribution NonCommercial 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC 2.0) | Flickr
Sewage treatment plant; photo Credit: Chesapeake Bay Program / Creative Commons
Attribution 2.0 Generic | Flickr
A view of swamp forests in Danau Sentarum National Park, Tekenang hill, Kapuas Hulu, West
Kalimantan, Indonesia; photo by Yves Laumonier, CIFOR / Creative Commons Attribution
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr
Agriculturally-derived algal bloom (eutrophication), stream, Sakatah-Singing Hills State Park,
near Warsaw, Minnesota; photo by Matthew Traucht, 2011 / Creative Commons Attribution
NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC-ND 2.0) | Flickr
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Session 3 Part b:
In-depth Economic Valuation of Ecosystem
Services: Preparing & conducting a Tier 2
Economic valuation/ selecting the valuation
methods to be used
Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

Overview
Based on policy context selected:
• “Spatial Scoping” (similar to a tier 1 scoping): Selection
of ecosystems present within the spatial boundaries and
determination of their size
• Temporal scoping
• Identification and selection of ecosystem services to be
valuated
• Selecting the method to use for the EV: Overview of
the most important valuation methodologies

2

Context
• Introduction into the first key steps for conducting a tier
2 economic valuation, according to the Guidance
Document.
• These entail the “set-up” of the whole exercise: the
“scoping”, which is similar to a tier 1 scoping.
• Meaning: you define the spatial boundaries, i.e. the
area, you identify the ecosystems present, and the
ecosystem services they provide.
• You may want to exclude some, or concentrate on
others.
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A) Decide on the policy appraisal
context (chapter III.2.1)

Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach –
part 1

B) Spatial scoping (chapter III.2.2)

B1: Spatial scoping – setting the
boundaries

B2: Identification of ecosystems
present within the spatial
boundaries and selection of
those to be analyzed/valuated

B3: Determining the size of the
ecosystems to be valuated

RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size
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Context
• This is all supported by a “Checklist”
(www.iwlearn.net/learning/manuals/economicvaluation/accompanying-documents-and-training-materials)
Example:

MATRIX C2 - Marine Ecosystems
Ecosystems services/Ecosystem
Food
Genetic Resources

Marine/open
sea
Y
Y

Estuaries/
marshes
Y
Y

Salt
ponds/lagoons
Y
Y

Mangroves
Y
Y
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Scoping: Setting spatial Boundaries
• Aim: determining the exact area for the EV.
• Result: a map with clear boundaries.
• May seems clear and not necessary in
some areas…
• …but in others, circumstances might not be
as clear – e.g. a part of a river basin or LME
might outside the cooperation
agreement…
• …or you might want to exclude certain
areas (e.g. urban areas)…
• …or small tributaries in a large river basin.
• Can be done through a participative
approach with stakeholders and local
groups.

Source: Ruanda Agung Sugardiman1
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A) Decide on the policy appraisal
context (chapter III.2.1)

Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach –
part 1

B) Spatial scoping (chapter III.2.2)

B1: Spatial scoping – setting the
boundaries

B2: Identification of ecosystems
present within the spatial
boundaries and selection of
those to be analyzed/valuated

B3: Determining the size of the
ecosystems to be valuated

RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size
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Scoping: Identification of Ecosystems to be
assessed
• Aim: identification of ecosystems present in the project area
& of the ones to be assessed.
Should any ecosystems be prioritized?
Should any ecosystems be excluded?
• Result: a list of ecosystems for the valuation (in the
“Checklist for Tier 2” in tables C1/C2: ecosystems not
selected are to be deleted).
• Can also be through a participative approach – can be well
done with stakeholders and local groups.
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Scoping: Determining the Size of the
Ecosystems to be evaluated
• Aim: straightforward – establish how big the ecosystems you
want to evaluate are.
• Result: a list of the ecosystems to be evaluated, with the
respective area information (in the “ Checklist for Tier 2” in
tables C1/C2 in row 2).
• Best done in hectares, but all size information can of course be
calculated/changed to hectares.
FIRST RESULT: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size.
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RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size

Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach –
part 2

C) Temporal scoping (chapter III.2.3)

D) Identification and selection of ecosystem
services to be valuated (chapter III.2.4)

D1: Exclude
ecosystem
services not
present in the
ecosystems

D2: Exclude
ecosystem
services only
marginally
present in the
ecosystems

D3: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
monetary
information is
already available

D4: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
not enough
information is
available

D5: Possibly
exclude/select
remaining
ecosystem
services based on
the policy
appraisal context/
special interests

RESULT 2: Final selection of ecosystem services to be evaluated

E) Selection of methodologies for the valuation of the selected
ecosystem services (Chapter III.2.5 and Annex II)
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Temporal scoping
• Impacts on ecosystems and ES may
extend well beyond a standard time
period – temporal issues might play a
role.
• For example “degraded mangroves”: the
services they provide are lost for many
decades.
• Hence, even a minimal ES value would
be much higher than any economic
value that could be generated by any
economic undertaking, which always will
have a limited lifetime.
• Taking into account such temporal
dimensions is important – and normally
done through “discounting”…

Source: soma-samui.com, 20082
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Temporal scoping
• Discounting is done with a proper "discount rate“, which converts all
costs and benefits to "present values",
• Discounting is essentially the inverse of applying a normal interest
rate.
• It gives values relatively less weight the further into the future they
accrue - i.e. the same value is less worth in 20 years than today.
• But: choosing the "right" discount rate is a very difficult undertaking,
and can strongly influence the overall outcomes of any economic
valuations: a high discount rate (e.g. 2 or 3 percent) gives much less
weight to future values, while a low rate (zero or even negative
values) may overestimate the future value, or at least make the study
vulnerable to critique.
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RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size

Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach –
part 2

C) Temporal scoping (chapter III.2.3)

D) Identification and selection of ecosystem
services to be valuated (chapter III.2.4)

D1: Exclude
ecosystem
services not
present in the
ecosystems

D2: Exclude
ecosystem
services only
marginally
present in the
ecosystems

D3: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
monetary
information is
already available

D4: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
not enough
information is
available

D5: Possibly
exclude/select
remaining
ecosystem
services based on
the policy
appraisal context/
special interests

RESULT 2: Final selection of ecosystem services to be evaluated

E) Selection of methodologies for the valuation of the selected
ecosystem services (Chapter III.2.5 and Annex II)
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Scoping: Identification and Selection of
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
• Aim: identification and selection of ecosystem services present in the
selected ecosystems.
• …according to the TEEB Report
• …and the TEV framework

14
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Scoping: Identification and Selection of
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
• Aim: identification and selection of ecosystem services present in the
selected ecosystems.
• …according to the TEEB Report
• …and the TEV framework
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Scoping: Identification and Selection of
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
• In the Guidance Document, there are tables for marine and freshwater
ecosystems, listing the ES that are in the literature normally contributed
to the different ecosystems.
• Hence: a rather straightforward selection process.
• But: you may want to exclude some ecosystems or ES, depending on data
quality/situation, policy appraisal context, special interests…
Should any ES be prioritized?
Should any ES be excluded?
In the Guidance Document, there are five sub-steps to assist you in this
process.
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Scoping: Identification and Selection of Ecosystem
Services to be assessed (freshwater)
Type of Ecosystem Service Ecosystem Service
(TEEB)

Category (TEV):
(direct/indirect; use
value/non-use value)

Provided by which
ecosystems (MAES)

Provisioning Services

Direct Use

Rivers, lakes, other inland
wetlands.

Genetic Resources

Direct Use

Rivers, lakes, other inland
wetlands.

Medicinal Resources

Direct Use

Rivers, lakes, other inland
wetlands.

Fiber, timber, fuel

Direct Use

Other inland wetlands.

Water (drinking, irrigation,
cooling)

Direct Use

Rivers, lakes.

Food
-Fish
-Cultured
Products/Aquaculture
Other Food Products
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Scoping: Identification and Selection of
Ecosystem Services to be assessed (marine)
Type of Ecosystem
Service (TEEB)

Ecosystem Service

Category (TEV) (direct/indirect; use
value/non-use value)

Provisioning Services

Seafood Products
Direct Use
-Fish/fisheries
-Other Seafood Products
(e.g. shellfish, molluscs)
-Cultured
Products/Aquaculture

Fiber, timber, fuel

Direct Use

Water (drinking,
irrigation, cooling)

Direct Use

Provided by which
ecosystems (MEA
and Naber/Lange/
Hatziolos 2008)
Marine;
estuaries/marshes;
salt ponds/lagoons;
mangroves;
beaches/dunes;
seagrass
beds/meadows;
coral reefs and
atolls.
Estuaries/marshes;
salt ponds/lagoons;
mangroves.
19
Estuaries/marshes;
salt ponds/lagoons.

Scoping: Identification and Selection of
Ecosystem Services to be assessed
• RESULT: fully filled list of ecosystems, their size, and the ES
selected in the “ Checklist for Tier 2” (in tables C1/C2).
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RESULT 1: Selection of ecosystems present within the spatial
boundaries and determination of their size

Overview of
the Tier 2 EV
approach

C) Temporal scoping (section III.2.3)

D) Identification and selection of ecosystem
services to be valuated (section III.2.4)

D1: Exclude
ecosystem
services not
present in the
ecosystems

D2: Exclude
ecosystem
services only
marginally
present in the
ecosystems

D3: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
monetary
information is
already available

D4: Possibly
exclude
ecosystem
services where
not enough
information is
available

D5: Possibly
exclude/select
remaining
ecosystem
services based on
the policy
appraisal context/
special interests

RESULT 2: Final selection of ecosystem services to be evaluated

E) Selection of methodologies for the valuation of the selected
ecosystem services (Chapter III.2.5 and Annex II)
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[Practical Exercise: Bakul and the Checklist]
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Selection of methodologies for the valuation
of the selected ecosystem services
• Final Step: Which ES to evaluate by which
methodology?
• In Section III.2.5 and Annex II of the Tier 2 Guidance
Document, a set of nine valuation methodologies is
presented.
• These represent the most important and most common
valuation techniques.
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Selection of valuation methods based on: selected ES & the TEV-category
Type of
Ecosystem Service
Ecosystem
Service (TEEB)
Provisioning Food
Services
-Fish/Seafood
-Cultured Products/Aquaculture
Other Food Products
Genetic Resources
Medicinal Resources
Fiber, timber, fuel
Water (drinking, irrigation, cooling)
Regulating
Air quality regulation (e.g. capturing dust)
Services
Climate Regulation (Carbon Sequestration)

Category (TEV):
(direct/indirect; use
value/non-use value)
Direct Use

Direct Use
Direct Use
Direct Use
Direct Use
Indirect Use
Indirect Use

Methodology to be used for economic evaluation see
fiches in Annex II)
Market prices, production function approach, cost
of alternatives/substitute goods

Hedonic pricing, replacement cost
Damage costs avoided, market prices, replacement
cost method

Moderation of extreme Events (e.g. floods, storms)

Indirect Use

Replacement cost method, damage cost avoided

Water treatment
Erosion Prevention

Indirect Use
Indirect Use

Replacement cost method
Replacement cost method, damage cost avoided

Nutrient Cycling and maintenance of soil fertility

Indirect Use

Replacement cost method, damage cost avoided

Habitat
Services

Maintenance of life cycles of migratory species (including
nursery service for commercially valuable fish species)

Indirect Use

Production function approach, Contingent valuation

Cultural
Services

Maintenance of genetic diversity (gene pool protection)
Opportunities for Tourism/Recreation
Aesthetic Information, Inspiration, Spiritual Experience
and Education

Indirect Use
Direct Use
Non-use

Contingent valuation (CV), travel cost method,
choice modelling/experiments
24

The toolbox
Annex II – the “Toolbox” – provides for each methodology:
• Brief description
• ES that can be valued by the method.
• Elements of TEV captured.
• Main application/uses and advantages.
• A step-by-step application/implementation.
• Main challenges and limitations.
• Use in combination with other methods/possible conflictssynergies.

25

• Finally, since the tier 2 guidance needs to be
“generally applicable” – i.e. it cannot answer all
questions that will come up: a set of further
sources/literature is provided as well.
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EV methodologies
The methods are classified into:
a. Revealed Preference methods
Market price assessment (1), production function approach
(2), hedonic pricing (3) and the travel cost method (4).
b. Stated Preference methods
Contingent valuation (6), choice modelling/choice
experiments (7).
c. Cost-based approaches
Replacement cost method (8), damage cost avoided (8).
d. Methods of eliciting non-economic values (9)
Overview of Participatory Valuation methods.
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Economic valuation methods: Market prices1
Money paid for ecosystem services that are traded in commercial
markets, e.g., timber, fish:

Source: Van Beukering, 20111
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Economic valuation methods: Market prices
Market prices pros:
• Easy to grasp and communicate
• Mostly good data situation
• Quick and relatively easy to conduct
Market prices cons:
• Limited application (few ES)
• Market distortions (subsidies, different costs etc.)
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Economic valuation methods: Production
function
• Infers value by considering the changes in quality and/or
quantity of a marketed good that result from an
ecosystem change (e.g. changes in fishermen’s income
resulting from improvements in coral reefs’ health).
• ES are seen as inputs into a production process.
• Estimate impact on productivity with a change in the
service input.
• Any impact that affects produced goods (e.g. declines in
soil quality affecting agricultural production).
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Economic valuation methods: Production
function
Production function pros:
• Market data readily available
and robust.
Production function cons:
• Data-intensive.
• Technically difficult.
• High scientific uncertainty
regarding knowledge about
ecosystems’ functioning and
biophysical relationships.

Source: CIAT, 20162
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Economic valuation methods: Replacement
costs
• Estimate cost of replacing ecosystem service with manmade
equivalent.

Source: Van Beukering, 20113
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Economic valuation methods: Replacement
costs
Replacement cost pros:
• Simple statistical analysis.
Replacement cost cons:
• Often under-estimates value, as man-made equivalents
generally don’t provide same benefits as ecosystems.
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Economic valuation methods: Damage costs
avoided
• Estimates damage avoided due to an ES.
• E.g. estimation of the flooding damage cost as the value
of a wetland´s or mangroves´ “extreme events
regulation” service.
• Can be applied where ES can be replaced or restored by
market goods or damage loss can be estimated with
market information.
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Economic valuation methods: Damage costs
avoided

Source: Van Beukering, 20114
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Economic valuation methods: Damage costs
avoided
Damage costs avoided pros:
• Simple statistical analysis.
• Market data readily available and robust.
Damage costs avoided cons:
• Difficult to relate damage levels to ecosystem quality.
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Economic valuation methods: Hedonic
pricing
• Value of environmental amenities (air quality, scenic
beauty, cultural benefits, etc.) that affect prices of
marketed goods, mostly housing.
• Price of a good reflects a combination of all its
attributes, including ES.
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Economic valuation methods: Hedonic
pricing

Source: Van Beukering, 20115
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Economic valuation methods: Hedonic
pricing
Hedonic pricing pros:
• Based on market data, so relatively robust figures.
Hedonic pricing cons:
• Very data-intensive and limited mainly to propertyrelated services.
• Complex statistical analysis.
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Economic valuation methods: Travel costs
• It assumes that the value of a site is reflected in
how much people are willing to pay to travel to visit
the site.
• Costs considered are travel expenditures, entrance
fees, and the value of time.
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Economic valuation methods: Travel costs

Source: Van Beukering, 20116
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Economic valuation methods: Travel costs
Travel costs pros:
• Based on actual/observed behavior.
• Relatively inexpensive.
Travel costs cons:
• Generally limited to recreational benefits
• Technically rather difficult, complex statistical analysis required
• High data requirements
• Difficulties arise when trips are made to multiple destinations
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Economic valuation methods: Contingent
valuation
• Involves directly asking people how much they
would be willing to pay to prevent loss of, or
enhance an ES (e.g. willingness to pay to keep a
local mangrove forest intact).
• Willingness-to-pay (WTP) or willingness-toaccept (WTA).
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Source: Van Beukering, 20117
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Economic valuation methods: Contingent
valuation
Contingent valuation pros:
• Able to capture use and non-use values
• Flexible
Contingent valuation cons:
• Complex statistical analysis.
• Bias in responses, resource-intensive method.
• Hypothetical nature of the market.
• Can be very expensive and time-consuming, because of the
extensive pre-testing and survey work.
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Source: CAP Net Training Materials8

Economic valuation methods: Choice
modelling/choice experiments
• Based on a “menu” of options with differing levels of ecosystem
services and differing costs.
• Participants are asked what they prefer, and via statistical analysis,
values for ecosystem services are generated.
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Economic valuation methods: Choice
modelling/choice experiments
Choice modelling/choice experiments pros:
• Able to capture use and non-use values
Choice modelling/choice experiments cons:
• Complex statistical analysis.
• Bias in responses, resource-intensive method.
• Hypothetical nature of the market.
• Analysis of the data generated is complex.
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Economic valuation methods: Benefit
Transfer
• Transferring a value from studies already completed in another
location and/or context
• Identify ecosystem services to be valued
• Identify existing “original valuation studies” of the ES
• Assess transferability (socio-economics, demographics)
• Adjust values of existing original valuations based on:
• Differences in population
• Differences in site characteristics
• Inflation, exchange rates etc.
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Economic valuation methods: Benefit
Transfer
Benefit transfer pros:
• Less costly, less time consuming => can be done as part of IW project
• Easily applicable to obtain gross estimates
Benefit transfer cons:
• Less accurate, many assumptions and uncertainties
• Time consuming to find good original valuation studies
• Expertise/guidance necessary
Ideal for tier 1 projects, to obtain an approximation of the economic value
of ecosystem services, or identify areas for in depth evaluation (tier 2)!
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Questions?
Plenary Discussion:
• Do you have experience in applying such methods, what
are your experiences?
• Which do you consider as main advantages and
disadvantages of the presented methods?
• [Example: Negril Morass, but also others!]
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
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Peat swamp forest, Kalimantan, Indonesia; photo by Ruanda Agung Sugardiman / Creative Commons Attribution 2.0
Generic | Flickr

2.

Source: soma-samui.com, 2008 / Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial 2.0 Generic (CC BY-NC 2.0) | Flickr
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Source: Van Beukering, 2011

4.

Climate-smart soils: testing soil health in Western Kenya; photo credit by CIAT, 2016 / Creative Commons Attribution
2.0 Generic | Flickr
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Source: Van Beukering, 2011
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Source: Van Beukering, 2011
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Source: Van Beukering, 2011
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Source: Van Beukering, 2011
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Source: Van Beukering, 2011

10.

CAP Net Training Materials
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Some last words;)

Online Training on the systematic integration of economic
valuation of "wet" ecosystem services into the TDA/SAP
process

• Economic valuation of ES is not easy – but can be done;
• It can support better decision-making;
• This training was an introduction – of course, many
issues/questions remain unanswered
• More in-depth, specific, “on the job” trainings in smaller
groups are needed
But:
• Hope to have raised your interest – and knowledge on
the issue!
• Please contact us (Christian, Edi) anytime!
Please fill out the evaluation form – including questions
regarding your specific interest in application of the EV
guidance
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Thank you!
For more information, please contact:
• Christian Susan c.susan@unido.org
• Eduard Interwies interwies@intersus.eu
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